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ECCO GOLF 

LT1
EXPERIENCE A NEW KIND OF 
LIGHTNESS 
 

Ultra-light, state-of-the-art foam supplies 

outstanding, game-changing rebound and 

softness in the ECCO GOLF LT1. This new 

hybrid shoe for men and women is created 

using our new ECCO LYTR, made from an 

advanced bounce and rebound material 

that is embedded in the sole via the signa-

ture ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort 

Technology. The foam is seamlessly combi-

ned in the midsole with ECCO’s soft PHO-

RENE™, which provides contoured comfort, 

stability and a longlasting integral bond to 

the leather upper.

For superb comfort and performance, each 

zone – the forefoot, midfoot and heel – has 

targeted amounts of the two materials. 

The visible shank delivers low-to-the-

ground stability and the new E-DTS™ NET 

outsole is a fresh twist on the ECCO DY-

NAMIC TRACTION SYSTEM™ and provides 

multi-directional traction and durability. 

While the waterproof membrane, exclusi-

vely developed for ECCO, helps to keep the 

foot dry in wet conditions, the clean, snea-

ker-style aesthetic and ECCO leather add 

to the premium look and feel.  
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KEY F&B
•  ECCO’s own innovative ECCO LYTR technology with new ECCO LYTR,  

an advanced bounce and rebound foam that is embedded in the sole via 

signature FLUIDFORM™ technology and is ultra-light, offers excellent  

rebound and is exceptionally soft 

•  The foam is seamlessly combined in the midsole with PHORENE™, which is 

engineered with FLUIDFORM™ for contoured comfort and stability as well 

as bounce 

•  New E-DTS™ NET outsole, a fresh take on the E-DTS™ design that offers 

multi-directional traction and durability 

INNOVATIVE COMFORT 
•  Ultra-lightweight rebound and softness with ECCO’s own  

innovative ECCO LYTR technology with new ECCO LYTR,   

a supercritical foam that is embedded in the sole via signature  

FLUIDFORM™ technology

•  Combined in the midsole with PHORENE™ for contoured comfort  

and stability as well as bounce, with targeted amounts of each  

material in the forefoot, midfoot and heel 

•  ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology:    

   Ensures a finely-tuned balance of cushioning and rebound   

in the lightweight sole

    Creates an integral, flexible and durable bond without the  

compromises common with conventionally stitched and/or  

glued assemblies 

•   The new E-DTS™ NET outsole is a new version of the ECCO DYNAMIC 

TRACTION SYSTEM™ and offers multi-directional traction and  

durability, and is transparent to showcase the shank technology

PREMIUM MATERIALS 
•  Breathable, premium ECCO Performance Leather, which is developed in 

the shoemaker's own tanneries, adds style and comfort 

•  Sneaker-style aesthetic, with a clean, modern look for on and off the course 

•   Waterproof membrane, exclusively developed for ECCO, keeps the foot dry 

and comfortable in wet conditions 

•  X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the lacing  

system via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

•  Removable OrthoLite® insole for long-term cushioning and breathability 

•  Choice of laces or BOA® Fit System, which delivers a micro-adjustable  

precision fit engineered to perform in any conditions 
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Wearing an ECCO GOLF shoe  
powered by BIOM® NATURAL  
MOTION® technology is the closest 
you will ever get to experiencing a 
barefoot feel on the first tee.
Inspired by barefoot runners, ECCO 
GOLF developed the pioneering 
BIOM® technology  to allow to 
move more naturally and efficiently. 
Thanks to an anatomical BIOM® 
last that follows the natural curves 
of your foot, you can enjoy a better 
push-off and maximum forward 
movement, as well as enhanced  
support and a reduced chance of  
injury. BIOM® is the low-to-the-
ground construction, which ensures 
stability and strengthen leg muscles 
with every step.

BIOM®

Keeping your foot dry in all weather 
conditions is key to comfort on a 
golf course, which is why ECCO 
GOLF uses  GORE-TEX waterproof 
technologies and GORE-TEX 
surround in its shoes. ECCO GOLF 
is the  only major golf foot-wear 
manufacturer to do so. Importantly, 
GORE-TEX is highly breathable as 
well as 100%  waterproof. 

Gore Tex Suround is the state-of-
the-art technology offers 360-  
degree climate control. Your foot  
will stay dry and ventilated in all  
conditions, thanks to  technology 
that prevents water from entering 
the shoe while allowing perspiration 
to easily escape from the inside.  A 
highly advanced air channelling 
system within the grid-shaped sole 
structure  provides 360-degree  
breathability without compromising 
on waterproof protection.

GORE-TEX® & 
SURROUND®

With its culture of experimentation 
and innovation, ECCO continues to 
develop its signature FLUIDFORM™ 
technology. One recent advance is 
ZONAL FLUIDFORM™ Technology, 
producing a midsole molded from 
PU that has zones with different 
rigidity. This innovation means that 
you can create the ideal balance 
of cushioning and stability exactly 
where you need it, optimising  
performance and comfort. 

Zone 1: the heel of the midsole has 
medium rigidity for greater cushioning  
and comfort. 

Zone 2: the middle part of the  
midsole has the highest levels of  
rigidity which supplies excellent  
lateral stability throughout the swing. 

Zone 3: the forefront of the midsole 
has lower rigidity for your walking 
comfort. 

ZONAL  
FLUIDFORM™

TECHNICAL 
FEATURES
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Wearing an ECCO GOLF shoe  
powered by BIOM® NATURAL  
MOTION® technology is the closest 
you will ever get to experiencing a 
barefoot feel on the first tee.
Inspired by barefoot runners, ECCO 
GOLF developed the pioneering 
BIOM® technology  to allow to 
move more naturally and efficiently. 
Thanks to an anatomical BIOM® 
last that follows the natural curves 
of your foot, you can enjoy a better 
push-off and maximum forward 
movement, as well as enhanced  
support and a reduced chance of  
injury. BIOM® is the low-to-the-
ground construction, which ensures 
stability and strengthen leg muscles 
with every step.

FLUIDFORM™

Ultra-light, state-of-the-art foam 
supplies outstanding, game-chan-
ging rebound softness and light 
weight.
ECCO’s new LYTR Foam, made from 
an advanced bounce and rebound 
material is embedded in the sole via 
the signature ECCO FLUIDFORM™ 
Direct Comfort Technology.
The foam is seamlessly combined  
in the midsole with ECCO’s soft  
PHORENE™, which provides  
contoured comfort, stability and a 
longlasting integral bound to the 
leather upper. 
For superior comfort and perfor-
mance, each zone – the forefoot, 
midfoot and heel – has targeted 
amounts of the two materials.

LYTR  
TECHNOLOGY

A fresh and innovative spin on 
the E-DTS™ outsole – some  
traction bars have been enlarged 
and rotated for additional durability 
and multi-directional traction. 

E-DTS™ TWIST

The innovative ECCO MTN GRIP 
outsole has three different sections: 
heel area - for enhanced heel traction  
and ground force stability. Middle 
part - providing traction and ground 
penetration and the front for  
rotational support throughout the 
swing. TPU elements wrap around 
the sides for lateral stability, while 
elevating the modern, premium look.

MTN-GRIP
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ECCO GOLF 
LT1

FACTS & BENIFITS
•  ECCO’s own innovative ECCO LYTR  

technology with new ECCO LYTR,  
an advanced bounce and rebound foam that 
is embedded in the sole via signature FLUID-
FORM™ technology and is ultra-light, offers 
excellent rebound and is exceptionally soft 
 

•  The foam is seamlessly combined in the  
midsole with PHORENE™, which is engineered 
with FLUIDFORM™ for contoured  
comfort and stability as well as bounce 
 

•  New E-DTS™ NET outsole, a fresh take on the 
E-DTS™ design that offers multi-directional 
traction and durability

•   Breathable, premium ECCO Performance  
Leather with a waterproof membrane

•   Waterproof membrane, exclusively developed 
for ECCO, keeps the foot dry and comfortable 
in wet conditions 

•  X-TENSA INVISIBLE Technology enhances 
stability 

•   Removable Ortholite® insole for long-lasting 
cushioning and breathability

BOA® FIT SYSTEM
•   BOA® Fit System delivers micro-adjustable 

precision fit and is engineered to perform in 
any conditions
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Ultra-light rebound and softness with new ECCO LYTR Foam, 
which is embedded in the sole via FLUIDFORM™ technology

Foam is seamlessly combined in the midsole with ECCO's soft 
PHORENE™ for contoured comfort and stability as well as 
bounce

New E-DTS™ NET outsole is a fresh take on the award-winning 
E-DTS® design that offers multi-directional traction and 
durability

Breathable, premium ECCO Performance Leather and a 
waterproof membrane

X-TENSA INVISIBLE Technology for enhanced stability
Removable OrthoLite® insole for long-term cushioning and 
breathability, with the option of taking it out for extra width

Ultra-light rebound and softness with new ECCO LYTR Foam, 
which is embedded in the sole via FLUIDFORM™ technology

Foam is seamlessly combined in the midsole with ECCO's soft 
PHORENE™ for contoured comfort and stability as well as 
bounce

New E-DTS™ NET outsole is a fresh take on the award-winning 
E-DTS® design that offers multi-directional traction and 
durability

Breathable, premium ECCO Performance Leather and a 
waterproof membrane

X-TENSA INVISIBLE Technology enhances stability and the 
OrthoLite® insole can be removed for extra width

The BOA® Fit System delivers a micro-adjustable precision fit 
engineered to perform in any conditions

132264

132274

ECCO MEN'S GOLF LT1

ECCO MEN'S GOLF LT1 BOA

FEATURES & BENEFITS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($)

PRICES ($)

RRP:

RRP:

SIZES

SIZES

200.00

240.00

39-47

39-47

132264 - 01001

132274 - 01001

132264 - 01379

132264 - 01007

132274 - 01007

132264 - 11007

BLACK

BLACK

CONCRETE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

DW02

DW02

DW02

DW02

DW02

DW02
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

G5 FACTS & BENEFITS
•  Embossed ECCO Performance Leather, which 

is developed in the brand’s innovative and gold-
rated tanneries, adds durability, comfort and 
style

•  BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology allows 
natural movement while providing support,  
stability and a snug fit

•  ZARMA-TOUR® spikes and hybrid sections of 
the outsole offer excellent traction and stability, 
with FLUIDFORM™ Technology supplying  
cushioning and rebound

•   GORE-TEX technology provides 100% water-
proof protection while still allowing the  
foot to breathe

•   Removable and washable Ortholite® inlay sole 
offers long-lasting cushioning and extra width  
if removed

BOA® FIT SYSTEM
•  BOA® Fit System delivers micro-adjustable  

precision fit and is engineered to perform in 
any conditions
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

G5

Embossed ECCO Performance Leather, which is developed in the 
brand’s innovative and gold-rated tanneries, adds durability, comfort 
and style

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology with an updated last, allowing 
natural movement while providing support, stability and a snug fit

ZARMA-TOUR® spikes are combined with hybrid sections of the 
outsole for excellent traction and stability, with the ECCO FLUID-
FORM™ Direct Comfort Technology supplying a modern balance of 
cushioning and rebound

GORE-TEX technology provides 100% waterproof protection while still 
allowing the foot to breathe

Removable and washable Ortholite® inlay sole offers long-lasting 
cushioning and extra width if removed

BOA® Fit System allows for simple adjustments and an easy on and 
off, and is on the side, adding to the modern aesthetic

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY connects the upper with the 
midsole for enhanced stability

152304 ECCO MEN’S GOLF BIOM G5 BOA FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES270.00 39-47

152304 - 60912
CONCRETE/BAYGREEN
Cow Leather
DW02

152304 - 51227
WHITE/BLACK
Cow Leather
DW01
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

TOUR FACTS & BENEFITS
•  ECCO leather is combined with modern  

synthetic materials for a premium, contemporary 
aesthetic and enhanced feel and comfort

•  Waterproof membrane keeps foot dry and  
comfortable in wet weather

•  BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology for  
a snug fit, along with stability and forward  
momentum for power during the swing

•   PHORENE™ midsole - made with ECCO FLUID-
FORM™Direct Comfort Technology - is soft, light 
and provides bounce and energy return

•   FTS 3.0 receptacles with Pivix spikes are  
combined with additional grooves on the  
outsole for superb traction and stability

•   Removable and washable Ortholite® insole  
supplies long-term cushioning
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

TOUR

ECCO leather is combined with modern synthetic materials for 
a premium, contemporary aesthetic and enhanced feel and
comfort

Waterproof membrane keeps foot dry and comfortable in wet
weather

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology for a snug fit, along 
with stability and forward momentum for power during the 
swing

PHORENE™ midsole - made with ECCO FLUIDFORM™Direct
Comfort Technology - is soft, light and provides bounce and
energy return

FTS 3.0 receptacles with Pivix spikes are combined with
additional grooves on the outsole for superb traction and
stability

Removable and washable Ortholite® insole supplies long-term
cushioning

131904 ECCO MEN'S GOLF BIOM TOUR FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES190.00 39-48

131904 - 01001 131904 - 01539

131904 - 01007

BLACK WILD DOVE

WHITE

Cow Leather Cow Leather

Cow Leather

DW01 DW02

DW01
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

C4 FACTS & BENEFITS
•  ECCO Performance Leather from our own  

tanneries is combined with a new, super- 
stretchy mesh sock

•  ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology 
for cushioning, rebound and flexibility

•  GORE-TEX SURROUND® for 100% waterproof 
protection and 360-degree breathability

•   BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® Technology brings 
you closer to the ground for stability and control

•   ECCO MTN GRIP has three different sections 
providing traction, stability and rotational  
support throughout the swing

•   Removable insole for long-term cushioning  
and breathability, with the option of taking it 
out for extra width

BOA® FIT SYSTEM
•  BOA® Fit System delivers micro-adjustable  

precision fit and is engineered to perform in  
any conditions
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

C4
ECCO Performance Leather from our own tanneries is com-
bined with a super-stretchy mesh sock

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology for cushioning, 
rebound and flexibility

GORE-TEX SURROUND® for 100% waterproof protection and
360-degree breathability

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® Technology brings you closer to
the ground for stability and control

ECCO MTN GRIP has three different sections providing
traction, stability and rotational support throughout the swing

BOA® Fit System allows for an easy on and off and can be
adjusted with a simple twist of the dial

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY connects the upper with the 
midsole for enhanced stability

130424 ECCO MEN’S GOLF BIOM C4 BOA FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES270.00 39-47

130424 - 01001 130424 - 51227
BLACK WHITE/BLACK
Cow Leather Cow Leather
DW02 DW02

130424 - 11007
WHITE
Cow Leather
DW02

ECCO Performance Leather from our own tanneries is com-
bined with a new, super-stretchy mesh sock

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology for cushioning, 
rebound and flexibility

GORE-TEX SURROUND® for 100% waterproof protection and
360-degree breathability

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® Technology brings you closer to
the ground for stability and control

ECCO MTN GRIP has three different sections providing traction, 
stability and rotational support throughout the swing

Removable OrthoLite® insole for long-term cushioning and
breathability

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY connects the upper with the 
midsole for enhanced stability

130404 ECCO MEN’S BIOM C4 FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES250.00 39-47

130404 - 60912

130404 - 57208

CONCRETE/BAYGREEN

WHITE/MAZARINE BLUE

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

DW02

DW02

130404 - 01308
MAGNET
Cow Leather
DW01
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

H4 FACTS & BENEFITS
•  Crafted in durable ECCO leather with 100% 

GORE-TEX waterproof protection, so your  
feet stay dry

•  BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology  
brings you closer to the ground using an  
anatomical last

•  ECCO MTN GRIP outsole provides stability, 
traction and rotational support through  
three different sections

•   X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the 
sole unit to the laces via internal enforcement  
for enhanced stability

•   ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology for a  
lightweight, ergonomically advanced sole  
that offers cutting-edge comfort and flexibility 

•   Removable and washable Ortholite® insole  
for long-term cushioning and breathability

BOA® FIT SYSTEM
•  BOA® Fit System Li2 dial can be twisted in both 

directions for a micro-adjustable precision fit 
and is engineered to perform in any conditions
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

H4

Crafted in durable ECCO leather with 100% GORE-TEX
waterproof protection, so your feet stay dry

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology brings you closer to the
ground using an anatomical last

ECCO MTN GRIP outsole provides stability, traction and
rotational support through three different sections

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the 
laces via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology creates lightweight,
ergonomically advanced soles that offer cutting-edge comfort
and flexibility

Removable and washable Ortholite® inlay sole for long-term
cushioning and breathability

108284 ECCO MEN'S GOLF BIOM H4 FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES220.00 39-48

108284 - 01001
BLACK
Cow Leather
DW01

108284 - 60611

108284 - 50675

WHITE/AIR

GRAVEL/BLACK

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

DW01

DW02

108284 - 01379
CONCRETE
Cow Leather
DW01

Crafted in durable ECCO leather with 100% GORE-TEX water-
proof protection, so your feet stay dry

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology brings you closer to the
ground using an anatomical last

ECCO MTN GRIP outsole provides stability, traction and rota-
tional support through three different sections

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the 
laces via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology for a light, flexible and
comfortable sole, with a removable, washable Ortholite® insole
for long-term cushioning and breathability

BOA® Fit System Li2 dial can be twisted in both directions, so 
you can loosen or tighten the fit for optimal comfort

108504 ECCO MEN'S GOLF BIOM H4 BOA FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES260.00 39-48

108504 - 55569
WHITE/RETRO BLUE
Cow Leather
DW01

108504 - 60567
MAGNET/FROSTY GREEN
Cow Leather
DW01

Crafted in durable ECCO leather with 100% GORE-TEX
waterproof protection, so your feet stay dry

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology brings you closer to the
ground using an anatomical last

ECCO MTN GRIP outsole provides stability, traction and
rotational support through three different sections

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the 
laces via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology creates lightweight,
ergonomically advanced soles that offer cutting-edge comfort
and flexibility

Removable and washable Ortholite® inlay sole for long-term
cushioning and breathability

108514 ECCO MEN'S GOLF BIOM H4 EVR EDITION FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES220.00 39-48

108514 - 01007
WHITE
Cow Leather
DW01
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ECCO GOLF 
S-THREE

FACTS & BENEFITS
•  Breathable and premium ECCO leather  

from the shoemaker's own tanneries

•  GORE-TEX Technology for 100% waterproof  
protection so your feet stay dry in wet conditions

•  X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the 
sole unit to the laces via internal enforcement 
for enhanced stability

•   E-DTS® traction system consists of  
approximately 100 TPU traction bars  
boasting 800 traction angles

•   ECCO ZONAL FLUIDFORM™ Technology  
midsole with 3 different zones offers ground-
breaking comfort, stability and flexibility

•   Removable, washable OrthoLite® insole for 
long-term cushioning and breathability

BOA® FIT SYSTEM
•   BOA® Fit System delivers micro-adjustable pre-

cision fit and is engineered to perform in any 
conditions
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ECCO GOLF 
S-THREE

Breathable and premium ECCO leather with 100% GORE-TEX
waterproof protection, so your feet stay dry

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the 
laces via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

E-DTS® traction system consists of approximately 100 TPU 
traction bars boasting 800 traction angles

ECCO ZONAL FLUIDFORM™ Technology midsole with 3 
different zones offers ground-breaking comfort, stability and 
flexibility

Removable, washable OrthoLite® insole for long-term cushion-
ing and breathability

BOA® Fit System is made from high-quality materials and 
offers a uniquely agile and snug closure system

102954 ECCO MEN'S GOLF S-THREE BOA FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES260.00 39-47

102954 - 60616
WHITE/BLUE DEPTHS/BRIGHT WHITE

Cow Leather
DW01

102954 - 60908
OMBRE/SAND
Cow Leather
DW02

Breathable and premium ECCO leather from the shoemaker's
own gold-rated tanneries

GORE-TEX Technology for 100% waterproof protection so your
feet stay dry in wet conditions

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the 
laces via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

E-DTS® traction system consists of approximately 100 TPU 
traction bars boasting 800 traction angles

ECCO ZONAL FLUIDFORM™ Technology midsole with 3 
different zones offers ground-breaking comfort, stability and 
flexibility

Removable, washable OrthoLite® insole for long-term  
cushioning and breathability

102944 ECCO MEN'S GOLF S-THREE FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES220.00 39-47

102944 - 01007

102944 - 55433

WHITE

BLACK/CONCRETE/BLACK

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

DW01

DW01

102944 - 60613
WHITE/BLACK/AIR
Cow Leather
DW01

102944 - 60629
CONCRETE/RETRO BLUE/CONCRETE

Cow Leather
DW01
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CLASSIC HYBRID 
FACTS & BENEFITS
•  Rich, embossed ECCO leather from the  

shoemaker's own tanneries enhances the classic 
look while adding to the premium comfort

•  Soft leather lining for extra comfort and a  
premium feel

•  Leather-covered, embossed and removable  
insole made of foam with 10% Polyol-bio and 
11% recycled PU foam

•   Water-repellent technology helps to keep your 
foot dry and comfortable

•   Lightweight sole provides cushioning and  
flexibility, using innovative ECCO FLUIDFORM™ 
Direct Comfort Technology

•   Unique design of the E-DTS™ TWIST outsole 
offers multi-directional traction and has slightly 
larger traction bars in high-abrasion areas

ECCO GOLF 
CLASSIC 
HYBRID
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ECCO GOLF 
CLASSIC 
HYBRID

Rich, embossed ECCO leather from the shoemaker's own
tanneries enhances the classic look while adding to the premi-
um comfort
Soft leather lining for extra comfort and a premium feel

Leather-covered, removable OrthoLite® insole, with 5% recycled
rubber and 15% recycled production waste foam, with emboss-
ing on the leather

ECCO’s HYDROMAX™ water-repellent technology helps to keep
your foot dry and comfortable

Lightweight sole provides cushioning and flexibility, using inno-
vative ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology

Unique design of the E-DTS™ TWIST outsole offers multi-direc-
tional traction and has slightly larger cleats in high-abrasion 
areas

Rich ECCO leather from the shoemaker's own tanneries 
enhances the classic look while adding to the premium comfort

Brogue detailing and tartan textile lining for Scottish-inspired 
heritage look

Water-repellent technology helps to keep your foot dry and 
comfortable

Removable insole made with 10% Polyol-bio and 11% recycled 
PU foam and a welt made from 52% recycled leather fibers

Lightweight sole provides cushioning and flexibility, using 
innovative ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology

Unique design of the E-DTS™ TWIST outsole offers multi-
directional traction and has slightly larger traction bars in 
high-abrasion areas

110214

110224

ECCO MEN'S GOLF CLASSIC HYBRID

ECCO MEN'S GOLF CLASSIC HYBRID

FEATURES & BENEFITS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($)

PRICES ($)

RRP:

RRP:

SIZES

SIZES

220.00

220.00

39-47

39-47

110214 - 01007

110224 - 01007

110214 - 01001

110224 - 50669

WHITE

WHITE

BLACK

BLACK/WHITE

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

DW01

DW02

DW02

DW02
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FACTS & BENEFITS
•  Feel summery with a light, breathable mesh 

and a choice of fresh colors for style on and  
off the course

•  Sock construction offers comfort and an  
easy on and off, while giving the shoe a  
sporty aesthetic

•  Advanced E-DTS™ TWIST outsole has  
enlarged and rotated traction bars for  
durability and multi-directional traction

•   ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology 
for cushioning, rebound and flexibility

ECCO GOLF 
CORE MESH
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ECCO GOLF 
CORE MESH

Feel summery with a light, breathable mesh and a choice of 
fresh colors for style on and off the course

Sock construction offers comfort and an easy on and off, while 
giving the shoe a sporty aesthetic

Advanced E-DTS™ TWIST outsole has enlarged and rotated 
traction bars for durability and multi-directional traction

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology for cushioning, 
rebound and flexibility

100814 ECCO MEN’S GOLF CORE MESH FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES160.00 39-47

100814 - 00107
WHITE
Full Grain Leather/Textile
DW02

100814 - 60908
OMBRE/SAND
Full Grain Leather/Textile
DW02
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FACTS & BENEFITS
• Exclusive, all-American design crafted from  

 ECCO Performance Leather with premium  

 textiles as accents on the collar

• Waterproof membrane keeps your foot dry and  

 comfortable in wet conditions

• BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology brings  

 you closer to the ground using an anatomical  

 last

• Award-winning E-DTS® traction system consists  

 of approximately 100 TPU traction bars   

 boasting 800 traction angles

• ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology creates a  

 lightweight, ergonomically advanced sole   

 offering cutting-edge comfort and flexibility

•  Removable insole for long-term cushioning and  

 enhanced breathability

ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ®  
HYBRID BNY
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Exclusive, all-American design crafted from ECCO Performance 
Leather with premium textiles as accents on the collar

Waterproof membrane keeps your foot dry and comfortable in 
wet conditions

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology brings you closer to the 
ground using an anatomical last

Award-winning E-DTS® traction system consists of 
approximately 100 TPU traction bars boasting 800 traction 
angles

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology creates a lightweight, 
ergonomically advanced sole offering cutting-edge comfort 
and flexibility

Removable insole for long-term cushioning and enhanced 
breathability

131674 ECCO MEN'S GOLF BIOM HYBRID BNY FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES160.00 39-47

131674 - 01001
BLACK
Cow Leather
DW02

131674 - 57208
WHITE/MAZARINE BLUE
Cow Leather
DW02

131674 - 01007
WHITE
Cow Leather
DW02
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FACTS & BENEFITS
• Exclusive, all-American design crafted from  

 ECCO Performance Leather with premium  

 textiles as accents on the collar

•  Waterproof membrane keeps your foot dry and  

 comfortable in wet conditions

•  Award-winning E-DTS® traction system has  

 approximately 100 traction bars for around 800  

 traction angles

•  Lightweight sole with ECCO FLUIDFORM™  

 Direct Comfort Technology for cushioning,  

 rebound and flexibility

•  Cushioned insole can be removed for extra  

 width

ECCO GOLF 
HYBRID NYC
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Exclusive, all-American design crafted from ECCO Performance 
Leather with premium textiles as accents on the collar

Waterproof membrane keeps your foot dry and comfortable in 
wet conditions

Award-winning E-DTS® traction system has approximately 100 
traction bars for around 800 traction angles

Lightweight sole with ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort 
Technology for cushioning, rebound and flexibility

Cushioned insole can be removed for extra width

151154 ECCO MEN'S GOLF HYBRID NYC FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES170.00 39-47

151154 - 01001
BLACK
Cow Leather
DW02

151154 - 01007

151154 - 01539

WHITE

WILD DOVE

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

DW02

DW02
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ECCO GOLF 
LT1

FACTS & BENEFITS
•  ECCO’s own innovative ECCO LYTR  

technology with new ECCO LYTR,  
an advanced bounce and rebound foam that 
is embedded in the sole via signature FLUID-
FORM™ technology and is ultra-light, offers 
excellent rebound and is exceptionally soft 
 

•  The foam is seamlessly combined in the  
midsole with PHORENE™, which is engineered 
with FLUIDFORM™ for contoured  
comfort and stability as well as bounce 
 

•  New E-DTS™ NET outsole, a fresh take on the 
E-DTS™ design that offers multi-directional 
traction and durability

•   Breathable, premium ECCO Performance  
Leather with a waterproof membrane

•   Waterproof membrane, exclusively developed 
for ECCO, keeps the foot dry and comfortable 
in wet conditions 

•  X-TENSA INVISIBLE Technology enhances 
stability 

•   Removable Ortholite® insole for long-lasting 
cushioning and breathability

BOA® FIT SYSTEM
•   BOA® Fit System delivers micro-adjustable 

precision fit and is engineered to perform in 
any conditions
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ECCO GOLF 
LT1

Ultra-light rebound and softness with new ECCO LYTR Foam, 
which is embedded in the sole via FLUIDFORM™ technology

Foam is seamlessly combined in the midsole with ECCO's soft 
PHORENE™ for contoured comfort and stability as well as 
bounce

New E-DTS™ NET outsole is a fresh take on the award-winning 
E-DTS® design that offers multi-directional traction and 
durability

Breathable, premium ECCO Performance Leather and a 
waterproof membrane

X-TENSA INVISIBLE Technology for enhanced stability
Removable OrthoLite® insole for long-term cushioning and 
breathability, with the option of taking it out for extra width

Ultra-light rebound and softness with new ECCO LYTR Foam, 
which is embedded in the sole via FLUIDFORM™ technology

Foam is seamlessly combined in the midsole with ECCO's soft 
PHORENE™ for contoured comfort and stability as well as 
bounce

New E-DTS™ NET outsole is a fresh take on the award-winning 
E-DTS® design that offers multi-directional traction and 
durability

Breathable, premium ECCO Performance Leather and a 
waterproof membrane

X-TENSA INVISIBLE Technology enhances stability and the 
OrthoLite® insole can be removed for extra width

The BOA® Fit System delivers a micro-adjustable precision fit 
engineered to perform in any conditions

132753

132763

ECCO WOMEN'S GOLF LT1

ECCO WOMEN'S GOLF LT1 BOA

FEATURES & BENEFITS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($)

PRICES ($)

RRP:

RRP:

SIZES

SIZES

200.00

240.00

36-42

36-42

132753 - 01001

132763 - 01007

132753 - 01579

132753 - 01007

132763 - 01378

132753 - 60909

BLACK

WHITE

MATCHA

WHITE

LIMESTONE

WHITE /BUBBLEGUM

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

Cow Leather

DW02

DW02

DW02

DW02

DW02

DW02
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

G5 FACTS & BENEFITS
•  Embossed ECCO Performance Leather, which 

is developed in the brand’s innovative and gold-
rated tanneries, adds durability, comfort and 
style

•  BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology allows 
natural movement while providing support,  
stability and a snug fit

•  ZARMA-TOUR® spikes and hybrid sections of 
the outsole offer excellent traction and stability, 
with FLUIDFORM™ Technology supplying  
cushioning and rebound

•   GORE-TEX technology provides 100% water-
proof protection while still allowing the  
foot to breathe

•   Removable and washable Ortholite® inlay sole 
offers long-lasting cushioning and extra width  
if removed

BOA® FIT SYSTEM
•  BOA® Fit System delivers micro-adjustable  

precision fit and is engineered to perform in 
any conditions
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

G5

Embossed ECCO Performance Leather, which is developed in the 
brand’s innovative and gold-rated tanneries, adds durability, comfort 
and style

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology with an updated last, allowing 
natural movement while providing support, stability and a snug fit

ZARMA-TOUR® spikes are combined with hybrid sections of the outsole 
for excellent traction and stability, with the ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct 
Comfort Technology supplying a modern balance of cushioning and 
rebound

GORE-TEX technology provides 100% waterproof protection while still 
allowing the foot to breathe

Removable and washable Ortholite® inlay sole offers long-lasting cush-
ioning and extra width if removed

BOA® Fit System allows for simple adjustments and an easy on and off, 
and is on the side, adding to the modern aesthetic

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the laces via 
internal enforcement for enhanced stability

152523 ECCO WOMEN’S GOLF BIOM G5 BOA LYDIA KO EDITION FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES270.00 36-42

152523 - 01007
WHITE
Cow Leather
DW01
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

C4 FACTS & BENEFITS
•  ECCO Performance Leather from our own  

tanneries is combined with a new, super- 
stretchy mesh sock

•  ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology 
for cushioning, rebound and flexibility

•  GORE-TEX SURROUND® for 100% waterproof 
protection and 360-degree breathability

•   BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® Technology brings 
you closer to the ground for stability and control

•   ECCO MTN GRIP has three different sections 
providing traction, stability and rotational  
support throughout the swing

•   Removable insole for long-term cushioning  
and breathability, with the option of taking it 
out for extra width

BOA® FIT SYSTEM
•  BOA® Fit System delivers micro-adjustable  

precision fit and is engineered to perform in  
any conditions
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

C4

ECCO Performance Leather from our own tanneries and a
super-stretchy mesh sock

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology for cushioning, 
rebound and flexibility

GORE-TEX SURROUND® for 100% waterproof protection and
360-degree breathability

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® Technology brings you closer to 
the ground for stability and control

ECCO MTN GRIP has three different sections for traction, stabili-
ty and rotational support throughout the swing

Removable OrthoLite® insole for long-term cushioning and
breathability

130903 ECCO WOMEN'S GOLF BIOM C4 FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES250.00 36-42

130903 - 01007 130903 - 01378

130903 - 01406

WHITE LIMESTONE

BLUE BELL

Cow Leather Cow Leather

Cow Leather

DW01 DW02

DW02

130903 - 01038
MARINE
Cow Leather
DW01

ECCO Performance Leather from our own tanneries is com-
bined with a super-stretchy mesh sock

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology for cushioning, 
rebound and flexibility

GORE-TEX SURROUND® for 100% waterproof protection and
360-degree breathability

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® Technology brings you closer to
the ground for stability and control

ECCO MTN GRIP has three different sections providing
traction, stability and rotational support throughout the swing

BOA® Fit System allows for an easy on and off and can be
adjusted with a simple twist of the dial

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY connects the upper with the 
midsole for enhanced stability

130913 ECCO WOMEN’S GOLF BIOM C4 BOA FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES270.00 36-42

130913 - 01007
WHITE
Cow Leather
DW02

130913 - 01163
GRAVEL
Cow Leather
DW02
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

H4 FACTS & BENEFITS
•  Crafted in durable ECCO leather with 100% 

GORE-TEX waterproof protection, so your  
feet stay dry

•  BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology  
brings you closer to the ground using an  
anatomical last

•  ECCO MTN GRIP outsole provides stability, 
traction and rotational support through  
three different sections

•   X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the 
sole unit to the laces via internal enforcement  
for enhanced stability

•   ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology for a  
lightweight, ergonomically advanced sole  
that offers cutting-edge comfort and flexibility 

•   Removable and washable Ortholite® insole  
for long-term cushioning and breathability

BOA® FIT SYSTEM
•  BOA® Fit System Li2 dial can be twisted in both 

directions for a micro-adjustable precision fit 
and is engineered to perform in any conditions
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

H4

Crafted in durable ECCO leather with 100% GORE-TEX water-
proof protection, so your feet stay dry

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology brings you closer to the
ground using an anatomical last

ECCO MTN GRIP outsole provides stability, traction and rota-
tional support through three different sections

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the 
laces via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology creates lightweight,
ergonomically advanced soles that offer cutting-edge comfort
and flexibility

Removable and washable Ortholite® inlay sole for long-term
cushioning and breathability

Crafted in durable ECCO leather with 100% GORE-TEX water-
proof protection, so your feet stay dry

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology brings you closer to the
ground using an anatomical last

ECCO MTN GRIP outsole provides stability, traction and rota-
tional support through three different sections

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the 
laces via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology creates lightweight,
ergonomically advanced soles that offer cutting-edge comfort
and flexibility

Removable and washable Ortholite® inlay sole for long-term
cushioning and breathability

108603

108623

ECCO WOMEN'S GOLF BIOM H4

ECCO WOMEN'S GOLF BIOM H4 LYDIA KO EDITION

FEATURES & BENEFITS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($)

PRICES ($)

RRP:

RRP:

SIZES

SIZES

220.00

220.00

36-42

36-42

108603 - 01378

108623 - 01007

LIMESTONE

WHITE

Steer Leather/Textile

Steer Leather/Textile

DW02

DW02

108603 - 60611
WHITE/AIR
Steer Leather/Textile
DW01

Crafted in durable ECCO leather with 100% GORE-TEX water-
proof protection, so your feet stay dry

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology brings you closer to the
ground using an anatomical last

ECCO MTN GRIP outsole provides stability, traction and rota-
tional support through three different sections

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the 
laces via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology for a light, flexible and
comfortable sole, with a removable, washable Ortholite® insole
for long-term cushioning and breathability

BOA® Fit System Li2 dial can be twisted in both directions, so 
you can loosen or tighten the fit for optimal comfort

108613 ECCO WOMEN'S GOLF BIOM H4 BOA FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES260.00 36-42

108613 - 54322
WHITE/CONCRETE
Steer Leather/Synthetic
DW01

108613 - 60568
BLACK/MAGNET/BLACK
Steer Leather/Synthetic/Textile
DW01
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ECCO GOLF 
S-THREE

FACTS & BENEFITS
•  Breathable and premium ECCO leather  

from the shoemaker's own tanneries

•  GORE-TEX Technology for 100% waterproof  
protection so your feet stay dry in wet conditions

•  X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the 
sole unit to the laces via internal enforcement 
for enhanced stability

•   E-DTS® traction system consists of  
approximately 100 TPU traction bars  
boasting 800 traction angles

•   ECCO ZONAL FLUIDFORM™ Technology  
midsole with 3 different zones offers ground-
breaking comfort, stability and flexibility

•   Removable, washable OrthoLite® insole for 
long-term cushioning and breathability

BOA® FIT SYSTEM
•   BOA® Fit System delivers micro-adjustable pre-

cision fit and is engineered to perform in any 
conditions
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ECCO GOLF 
S-THREE

Breathable and premium ECCO leather from the shoemaker's
own gold-rated tanneries

GORE-TEX Technology for 100% waterproof protection so your
feet stay dry in wet conditions

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the 
laces via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

E-DTS® traction system consists of approximately 100 TPU 
traction bars boasting 800 traction angles

ECCO ZONAL FLUIDFORM™ Technology midsole with 3 
different zones offers ground-breaking comfort, stability and 
flexibility

Removable, washable OrthoLite® insole for long-term cushion-
ing and breathability

102963 ECCO WOMEN'S GOLF S-THREE FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES220.00 36-42

102963 - 60910
WHITE/MATCHA
Steer Leather/Steer Leather/Textile

DW02

102963 - 60909 102963 - 60911
WHITE/BUBBLEGUM BLUEBELL/RETRO BLUE
Steer Leather/Steer Leather/Textile Steer Leather/Steer Leather/Textile

DW02 DW02

Breathable and premium ECCO leather with 100% GORE-TEX
waterproof protection, so your feet stay dry

X-TENSA INVISIBLE TECHNOLOGY links the sole unit to the 
laces via internal enforcement for enhanced stability

E-DTS® traction system consists of approximately 100 TPU 
traction bars boasting 800 traction angles

ECCO ZONAL FLUIDFORM™ Technology midsole with 3 
different zones offers ground-breaking comfort, stability and 
flexibility

Removable, washable OrthoLite® insole for long-term cushion-
ing and breathability

BOA® Fit System is made from high-quality materials and 
offers a uniquely agile and snug closure system

102973 ECCO WOMEN'S GOLF S-THREE BOA FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES260.00 36-42

102973 - 01303
NIGHT SKY
Steer Leather
DW01

102973 - 60621
WHITE/DELICACY/WHITE
Steer Leather/Steer Leather/Textile

DW01
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FACTS & BENEFITS
•  Premium mesh is light, summery and  

breathable, while the sporty sock construction 
offers comfort and an easy on and off

•  Advanced E-DTS™ TWIST outsole has enlarged 
and rotated traction bars for durability and  
multi-directional traction

•  ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort  
Technology for cushioning, rebound and  
flexibility

ECCO GOLF 
CORE MESH
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ECCO GOLF 
CORE MESH

Feel summery with a light, breathable mesh and a choice of 
fresh colors for style on and off the course

Sock construction offers comfort and an easy on and off, while 
giving the shoe a sporty aesthetic

Advanced E-DTS™ TWIST outsole has enlarged and rotated 
traction bars for durability and multi-directional traction

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Direct Comfort Technology for cushioning, 
rebound and flexibility

100413 ECCO WOMEN’S GOLF CORE MESH FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES160.00 36-42

100413 - 00185
STARLIGHT
Full Grain Leather/Textile
DW02

100413 - 05378
LIMESTONE
Full Grain Leather/Textile
DW02
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FACTS & BENEFITS
• Exclusive, all-American design crafted from  

 ECCO Performance Leather with premium  

 textiles as accents on the collar

• Waterproof membrane keeps your foot dry and  

 comfortable in wet conditions

• BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology brings  

 you closer to the ground using an anatomical  

 last

• Award-winning E-DTS® traction system consists  

 of approximately 100 TPU traction bars   

 boasting 800 traction angles

• ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology creates a  

 lightweight, ergonomically advanced sole   

 offering cutting-edge comfort and flexibility

•  Removable insole for long-term cushioning and  

 enhanced breathability

ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

HYBRID BNY
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ECCO GOLF 
BIOM ® 

HYBRID BNY

Exclusive, all-American design crafted from ECCO Performance 
Leather with premium textiles as accents on the collar

Waterproof membrane keeps your foot dry and comfortable in 
wet conditions

BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology brings you closer to the 
ground using an anatomical last

Award-winning E-DTS® traction system consists of 
approximately 100 TPU traction bars boasting 800 traction 
angles

ECCO FLUIDFORM™ Technology creates a lightweight, 
ergonomically advanced sole offering cutting-edge comfort 
and flexibility

Removable insole for long-term cushioning and enhanced 
breathability

100593 ECCO WOMEN'S GOLF BIOM HYBRID BNY FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRICES ($) RRP: SIZES160.00 36-42

100593 - 01007
WHITE
Cow Leather
DW02

100593 - 60913
CONCRETE/AIR
Cow Leather
DW02
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EU Women’s US Men’s US Foot Length 
(CM)

Foot Length 
(Inches)

35 4/4.5 21.8 8.5

36 5/5.5 23 9

37 6/6.5 23.7 9.3

38 7/7.5 24.3 9.5

39 8/8.5 5/5.5 25 9.8

40 9/9.5 6/6.5 25.7 10.11

41 10/10.5 7/7.5 26.3 10.35

42 11/11.5 8/8.5 27 10.62

43 12/12.5 9/9.5 27.7 10.90

44 10/10.5 28.3 11.14

45 11/11.5 29 11.41

46 12/12.5 29.7 11.69

47 13/13.5 30.3 11.92

48 14/14.5 31 12.20

49 15/15.5 31.6 12.44

50 16/16.5 32.3 12.71

SIZE CHART




